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Cardiac Event Recorder in clinical practice
Intermittent cardiac arrhythmias (irregular heartbeat) can cause symptoms such as palpitations, lightheadedness, shortness of breath, dizziness and syncope.
Many patients who seek medical attention for these conditions typically do not exhibit their
symptoms on a daily basis. The intermittent nature of these symptoms has historically made
it difficult to accurately document and diagnose the underlying cause of the symptoms.
In recent years, 14-day arrhythmia monitoring has proven to be an effective diagnostic tool for detecting arrhythmias in patients with infrequent symptoms. Unlike Holter Monitoring, which is generally used to record cardiac
rhythms over a continuous 24/48 hour period, 14-day arrhythmia monitoring provides a means to monitor the patient
over an extended period of time, during which the patient is more likely to experience symptoms.

How the service works
Using the latest technology that combines both looping and event capability into a single
monitor, we make it easy for your patients to discreetly provide the necessary data for your
diagnosis. Once a physician prescribes the service, we go into action.

We will:
Provide the recorder/transmitter.
Train the patients: Patients get personalized care to use the monitor (per physician order) as a looping recorder or
as an event device for increased success in capturing the symptoms.
Tachycardia and Bradycardia auto-triggers will help to catch certain asymptomatic events.
Deliver patient information: Where and when you need it for the best patient care. Our reporting follows your
pre-approved notification guide-lines. Fast turnaround of test results, by retrieving the test through our Patient
Management Database and can be faxed, mailed, or E-mailed as per your preference.

Arrhythmias don’t keep regular hours……. neither do we.
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Well rated

